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From the Editor

First, my apologies if you had problems downloading
the last issue. It just did not want to compress to a
reasonable size, even after several pages were
omitted to bring it within my server's allowable size.
Later dissection of the issue, element by element,
revealed several photographs in a format that did not
permit compression. Lesson learned, and this issue
should be much quicker to download.

The request for pre 2002 issues bore fruit. Lew Hale
was able to provide paper copies of many issues,
and our previous editor Graham Main has been able
to supply all the issues in digitised format.
Mark Venter will be adding them to the archive he
maintains at http://newsarchives.yolasite.com

At this site you can also find back copies of Torque,
from Christchurch MAC, and Sticks and Tissue from
the Raynes Park MAC. Both are worth attention.
After a tip-off from an observant reader, the AVANZ
archive on the NZMAA website now has been
updated and recent issues of AN are available there.

Reading the earliest AVA Newsletters for the first
time helped fill gaps in my knowledge of the history
of Vintage modelling in NZ. It also showed that
despite great changes in aeromodelling, sometimes
celebrated as progress, the bottom line as stated in

the March 1988 issue remains unchanged ....
"In all events the essence is to capture the joy of flight
through the medium of the many great old designs
that we have all read about or, for the older amongst
us, maybe even flown in our youth".

Buried in these old newsletters are many gems that
are worthy of reconsideration. See page 7 for some
extracts from the first AVA Newsletter.

The final in the round of upper North Island
Vintage meets was unfortunately rained out, but
the preceeding meets were well supported and
successfully run. Our thanks to Wayne Cartwright
for organising these meets and handling the many
behind-the-scene tasks that are essential for a
successful event.

Erratum, Issue 141: Henry Struck's Boomer Bus
dates from a Vintage 1941, not a merely Nostalgic
1959 as stated.

Bernard Scott

On the Cover : CS "Boddo" Mills .75 Mk 2 Engine and photograph Chris Murphy
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FROM THE COMMITTEE

Vintage Free Flight Motor Rules.

The last AGM introduced changes to the motor rules for Vintage free flight. It was anticipated that experience with using the simplified
rules might show areas that needed to be fine-tuned, and this was allowed for in the new wording of Rule 4.4.6.
As of June 2015, the Committee is aware of two such areas.

1. The OS FP series of motors was for many years included in the same motor run category as cross-flow glow motors. The changes
did not recognize this and the FP series ended up with the reduced motor run applied to currently produced, ball-raced, Schneurle
ported glow motors.

2. The Cox Conquest motor is disallowed under rule 4.4.6 which prevents the use of “specialist high performance motors”, but 5.3.4.e
suggests that all Cox motors may be used.

The Committee confirms that the OS FP series of glow motors retains a 15 second motor run in competitions, and proposes that both
matters be formalized at the next AGM with motions for the following additions, shown in bold, to Rule 5.3.4 -

1. 5.3.4.d Modern Diesel / Cross-flow Glow / OS FP series 15 sec

2. 5.3.4.e Cox except Conquest 15 sec

Vintage Free Flight Motor Rules.

The last AGM introduced changes to the motor rules fofof r Vintage free flight. It was anticipated that experience with using the simplified
rules might show areas that needed to be fine-tuned, and this was allowed fofof r in the new wording of Rule 4.4.6.
As of June 2015, the Committee is aware of two such areas.

1. The OS FP series of motors was fofof r many years included in the same motor run category as cross-flow glow motors. The changes
did not recognize this and the FP series ended up with the reduced motor run applied to currently produced, ball-raced, Schneurle
ported glow motors.

2. The Cox Conquest motor is disallowed under rule 4.4.6 which prevents the use of “specialist high perfrfr ofof rmance motors”, but 5.3.4.e
suggests that alllll Cox motors may be used.

The Committee confirms that the OS FP series of glow motors retains a 15 second motor run in competitions, and proposes that both
matters be fofof rmalized at the next AGM with motions fofof r the fofof llowing additions, shown in bold, to Rule 5.3.4 -

1. 5.3.4.d Modern Diesel / Cross-flow Glow / OS FP series 15 sec

2. 5.3.4.e Cox except Conquest 15 sec
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Mark Venter writes ...

Bernard's request in the last issue for earlier editions of AVANZ News had a
great result. Graham Main has scanned them all for uploading to the archives
website. I will be doing this shortly but due to space I will need to make a few
changes first.

Graham made mention to me that whilst doing the scanning he saw some
results from our Mossel Bay SAM Chapter for one of the postals. I could not
really place the event so obviously I straightaway had to find & read that
particular issue. On reading the weather comment it all came back. I think that
was one of the worst days we ever went out flying but it was the designated day
so we did not have an option really.

A small group of us, the bare minimum of 3, formed the first SAM Chapter in
Africa and to my knowledge it is the only African chapter ever, although now
many years defunct. We eventually got a few more guys interested and had
about 6 or 7 in the group but sadly this only lasted a few years and ended with
my emigration and the passing of our main Vintage stalwart and long time
friend & mentor, Stan Ohlsson.

During this period we entered quite a few of the various postals. The
accompanying photos show our 5 strong team of Simplex models. I read in
some of the issues comments made at the time that the Simplex was prone to
wing folds. Well, I can attest to that fact since we had a few of them occurring - I
have had two, but am happy to say that I still have that same Simplex model,
now brushless powered but still flying.

We also held a few SAM meets. One of the photos shows a lineup of our
vintage models from one of them, as well as my first ever vintage model, the
Comet Clipper. It was built in the early 1980's and flown rudder only. After two
wing folds and one flyaway, I am still flying it today with the same original
PAW .19 In fact, I flew it yesterday in A-Texaco, although the Trexlers are long
gone and the dodgy radio gear has been long ago replaced (a number of times)
with more modern gear.

Some great memories indeed and ... rudder-only ! Wow how great was that.
Must give it a go again one day :-) Mark

INCOMING
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FUTURE EVENTS

National Decentralised Contests

NDC events for each month may be flown on any Saturday or
Sunday of that month.

Send results to : mfnz.recordingofficer@gmail.com

JUNE
FF Vintage Hand Launch Glider, Catapult Glider
FF Nostalgia Glider
FF Classical -
RC Vintage Precision
RC Classical -

JULY
FF Vintage Precision, Miniature Replica
FF Nostalgia -
FF Classical -
RC Vintage 1/2A Texaco Scale
RC Classical Precision

AUGUST
FF Vintage Power
FF Nostalgia Power
FF Classical Rubber
RC Vintage IC Duration, E Duration
RC Classical -

CLOUD TRAMP MIMLOCT
The international one-model event with a big difference! This year's
Memorial International Mass Launch Of Cloud Tramps will be, for
New Zealanders, on the morning of 1st August at 5:00 AM.

A single flight is all that is needed, so it's possible to slip down to the
local park or the back paddock, launch at the synchronised stroke
of five, and be back in bed before you are missed. Sure, it will be
dark, cold, probably wet and likely gusty, but what's that compared
with sharing a modelling adventure at the same moment with
aeromodellers around the world?

How many NZ Vintage adventurers are planning to rise early on the
1st? Remember - "The difference between ordeal and adventure
is attitude". Send in your accounts and flash photographs.

More about this world-wide event on page 19, and some
inspirational Cloud Tramp activity at these web sites -

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W77PAT0mqMk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SKJrwSw1CyI

National Decentralised Contests

NDC events fofof r each month may be flown on any Saturday or
Sunday of that month.

Send results to : mfnfnf z.rerer cordrdr idid nini gofffff ifif cer@r@r gmailili .com

JUNE
FF Vintage Hand Launch Glider, Catapult Glider
FF Nostalgia Glider
FF Classical -
RC Vintage Precision
RC Classical -

JULY
FF Vintage Precision, Miniature Replica
FF Nostalgia -
FF Classical -
RC Vintage 1/2A Texaco Scale
RC Classical Precision

AUGUST
FF Vintage Power
FF Nostalgia Power
FF Classical Rubber
RC Vintage IC Duration, E Duration
RC Classical -

CLOUD TRAMP MIMIMI LOCT
The international one-model event with a big difffff erence! This year's
Memoririr aiai l InInI ternrnr atitit onal Mass Launch Of Cloud TrTrT arar mps will be, fofof r
New Zealanders, on the morning of 1st August at 5:00 AM.

A single flight is all that is needed, so it's possible to slip down to the
local park or the back paddock, launch at the synchronised stroke
of five, and be back in bed befofof re you are missed. Sure, it will be
dark, cold, probably wet and likely gusty, but what's that compared
with sharing a modelling adventure at the same moment with
aeromodellers around the world?

How many NZ Vintage adventurers are planning to rise early on the
1st? Remember - "ThThT e didid fifi ffff efef rerer nce betwewew en ordrdr eal and advevev nturerer
isisi attitit tude". Send in your accounts and flash photographs.

More about this world-wide event on page 19, and some
inspirational Cloud Tramp activity at these web sites -

https:///// www.youtube.com/watch?v=W77PAT0mqMk

https:///// www.youtube.com/watch?v=SKJrwrwr Sw1CyI
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CONTEST RESULTS

Waikato Nostalgia Championships
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2015 Bob Burling Memorial Fly-In John Selby

Precision
1 Stan Sommerfield Monarch 247
2 Bryan Leeves Kea 223
3 Bernard Scott Shadow 222
4 John Dowling Mamselle 198
5 John Butcher Maya 146
6 David Gush Dartanian 128
7 Kyla Fisher Maya 125
8 Alwyn Graves Clini 65

Power
1 Rex Bain Superstuff 513
2 Bernard Scott Stratostreak 219

HLG / CAT
1 Kyla Fisher Maya 271
2 John Butcher Maya 266
3 Davis Gush Dartanian 259
4 Bill McGarvey Crisp / Pap.Tav 235
5 Bernard Scott Belsky 178
6 Bryan Leeves Mayn 120

Glider
1 Rex Anderson Not recorded 460
2 Kyla Fisher Nord 2 162

RC Tomboy
1 Rex Anderson Electric 1308
2 Bryan Leeves IC 224

Rubber
1 Bill McGarvey Korda 517
2 Lincoln Vincent XL 59 485
3 Rex Bain Warring Lightweight 255
4 Stan Sommerfield Monarch 249
5 Bernard Scott Cloud Tramp 205
6 Alwyn Graves Clini 63
7 John Dowling Sparky 62

Waikato Nostalgia Championships
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2015 Bob Burling Memorial Fly-In John Selby Waikato Nostalgia Championships

Precision
1 Stan Sommerfrfr ield Monarcrcr h 247
2 Bryan Leeves KeKeK a 223
3 Bernard Scott Shadow 222
4 John Dowling Mamselllll e 198
5 John Butcher Mayayay 146
6 David Gush Dartrtr aniaiai n 128
7 Kyla Fisher Mayayay 125
8 Alwyn Graves Clilil nini i 65

Power
1 Rex Bain Supupu ersrsr tufffff 513
2 Bernard Scott Strtrt arar tostrtrt erer ak 219

HLG / CAT
1 Kyla Fisher Mayayay 271
2 John Butcher Mayayay 266
3 Davis Gush Dartrtr aniaiai n 259
4 Bill McGarvrvr ey Cririr sisi psps / Pap.TaTaT v 235
5 Bernard Scott Belslsl kykyk 178
6 Bryan Leeves Maynyny 120

Glider
1 Rex Anderson Not recorded 460
2 Kyla Fisher Nordrdr 2 162

RC Tomboy
1 Rex Anderson Electric 1308
2 Bryan Leeves IC 224

Rubber
1 Bill McGarvrvr ey KoKoK rdrdr a 517
2 Lincoln Vincent XLXLX 59 485
3 Rex Bain WaWaW rrrrr irir nini g Ligigi htwewew igigi ht 255
4 Stan Sommerfrfr ield Monarcrcr h 249
5 Bernard Scott Cloud TrTrT arar mp 205
6 Alwyn Graves Clilil nini i 63
7 John Dowling SpSpS arkrkr ykyk 62

Waikato Nostalgia Championships
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4

WAIKATO NOSTALGIA CHAMPIONSHIPS 5th April

This is a nostalgia event in the widest sense, as models from the Vintage, Nostalgia and Classical periods can be used.
The cornfields were clear, the sun was out, the wind was not. Great weather and a good turnout.

2

3

5 6

7 81. Rex Bain - yes, that is a rubber model !!!!

2. Bryan Leeves - Modelair Kea.

3 - 6 A wide variety of models in evidence.

7 John Butcher - Skyroamer, a NZ model
designed by Bruce Keegan. John and David Gush
were experimenting with the small glider concept.

8 Lincoln Vincent - XL.59

1
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From the Archives AVA Newsletter #1, March 1988

As might be expected of the first bulletin of a new-formed
group, content dwelt largely on the basics of the Vintage
movement. The definition of a Vintage model, sources of
plans, and dating of models were covered, and as the
introduction says, much of the rest of the newsletter was to
do with the discussion of the proposed rules.

I was delighted to find that a recently raised flight timing
query, ie for ROG flights, does timing start from the release
of the model or from when the wheels leave the ground?
had been answered 27 years ago in the rules for RC
Duration and RC Precision : Timing starts from the instant
the model gets into the air.

A schedule of events for the 1988 Nationals included Midge
Speed and Old Time Stunt - Vintage Control Line at that time
came under the auspices of AVANZ.

The SAM in NZ clipping gives the motivation behind the
SAM bulk membership scheme that was adopted by the NZ
Chapter. A great idea for a period when a $30 fee for
membership of an overseas group was a costly indulgence.
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WWOORRK IIN PPRROOGGGRREEESSS 1

Allen Teal's current project - the
appropriately named .........

From Allen's build log on RC Groups:

SPECIFICATIONS Motor: Turnigy D3542/5 1250KV. ESC: Hobby King Red Brick 50A
Propellors to be trialled: APC electric style 8x6, 10x5, 11.5x5
Battery Packs, for 2 different events : 1) Turnigy Nano Tech 1800 mAh 25~50C 2) Turnigy Nano Tech 370 mAh 25~40C
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WWOORRK IIN PPRROOGGGRREEESSS 2

My latest project is the Arrow
Nut which appears to be an
advanced design for 1950.
I found construction a little
challenging after building a fleet
of Miss Fortune X's.

The first flight will be in E-
Texaco mode. The wing area is
around 585 sq inch so tests will
be done with a 460 mah 2s
Turnigy nanotech battery. If all
is okay, I may try E Duration
with a Red Back 25 motor and
1000mAh / 4S / 25-60C Turnigy
nanotech.

The first test flight has been
conducted but the results were
not as good as expected, with 9
mins the best I could do.
Possibly due to poor trim as a
lot of down elevator was
needed - some further testing
will be required.

John Butcher
Tuakau.

John Butcher's Arrow Nut
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EXPERIMENTS IN E-RUBBER TEXACO John Butcher, John Danks

Triumph for Airsail Ascender in E Rubber!
That's what the headline for this article was to read, but the weather gods
stuffed the contest. My reason for anticipating this result is as follows. A year
or so ago, David Gush and I experimented with small E- Rubber models trying
a variety of motor and prop combinations without success.
These were models size suited to 120 2S batteries, and the best times we
achieved were around 7 mins. As John Danks at Airsail had sourced the motors,
etc for us, we discussed the problem with him and he come up with the idea of
using the motor and receiver servo modules out of an indoor model, and he has
done just that. Using an Airsail Ascender for the model the wing area allows the
use of a 250mha 1s battery which are readily available. His best flight time

using 2 x 120 mAh batteries in parallel was about 15 mins in calm air. In a
moderate wind of about 15 -20 ks he achieved better than 12 mins. His model
came out about 100 grams resulting in a low wing loading. The limiting factors
are no more than 20 k wind and the requirement of a DSM2 transmitter. There
may be other options, of course, so it is worth thinking about.
Encouraged by the result, he is now building another Ascender which he
reckons will be under 90 grams. Since beginning the article, he has done a 20
min flight at Tuakau. So perhaps the idea for anybody contemplating E Rubber
is to try beating John at his own game. The joy of flying these little models is
magic. Competition is hotting up in the E Rubber class with at least 5 local
models exceeding 10 mins.

John Butcher

Ascender for E-Rubber Texaco by John Danks
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EXPERIMENTS IN E-RUBBER TEXACO John Butcher, John Danks

Ascender kits are currently being discounted at Airsail.

Another view of John's Ascender.

Hooking up the twin rudders with a servo that is centrally
mounted in the stabiliser.

"The complete running gear, radio, servos, motor are from an E Flite 4 Site.
The all up weight including the 240 1S Lipo is 100 grams, achievable using
the material supplied in the kit. Covered in Solarfilm's Solite". John Danks.
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COVER STORIES
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THE ENGINE ROOM Chris Murphy

A Miscellany of Mills

Ask any aeromodeller ‘of a certain age’ in this country, the UK or Australia
about Mills engines and the chances are their eyes will mist over in fond
remembrance of younger days and FF sport or scale models, the occasional
control liner and perhaps for a few some pioneering efforts in early R/C. All
facilitated by the reliable engines emanating from a factory in Woking, Surrey,
and distributed around the globe. (The site of the factory at 143 Goldsworthy
Road is now an industrial estate according to Google Earth).

You will not have to look very far to find a Mills diesel in use. Even today a
typical Nationals Aggregate event will likely have more than half its entries
powered by one. The growing popularity of the Tomboy vintage event, in both
original and enlarged sizes, means a continuing demand for the Mills 75 and
1.3, more than 50 years after production of the originals ceased.

Fortunately, the story didn’t end there and the Mills design has soldiered on
down the decades, both originals, replicas, miniatures and as inspiration for
similar engine designs. Why? It could be argued that the Mills offer a
combination of adequate power at low to medium revs, high torque allowing
them to turn large props for their capacity, quiet running, an unparalleled ease
of starting and an extraordinary degree of tractability even for a diesel. This
is the reason for their continued popularity in the diminished market for small
diesels where electrics have made large inroads into the IC engine market in
recent years.

Mills Brothers (Model Engineers), based in Sheffield, had been in business
before the war, manufacturing model train track and components under the
‘Millbro’ brand name, as well as operating a retail outlet at Holborn in London.
Immediately postwar they entered a working business arrangement with an
Arnold L Hardinge who subsequently took over the business and
concentrated on the manufacture of model diesels,. His name appears on
many of the Mills engine patents, the first of which was filed on 20th May 1946.
The sectioned drawing shows an engine unmistakably resembling the Mills
1.3 Mk1.

One of the things that set Mills engines apart for their era was their material
specifications and the precision with which they were made. This was in stark
contrast to many of the other British offerings of the immediate post war
period. Mills engines used tool steel pistons in chrome-molybdenum steel
cylinder liners, ground to very fine limits and hand fitted. This ensured
extremely good piston-liner fits accompanied by extremely low wear rates, a
reason why so many Mills engines are still giving good service today, up to
60 years after manufacture. This precision came at a cost in materials and
manufacturing time, and explains why during their heyday from the late
1940s, through the 1950s and into the early 1960s, Mills engines were never
cheap in comparison to their direct competition. Definitely a case of being
built up to a specification rather than down to a price.

The very first - 1946-47 era
Mills 1.3 Mk 1 Series 1
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THE ENGINE ROOM ... continued Chris Murphy

The Mills 1.3 Mk1 appeared on the market in 1946, making it one of the first
commercially available British diesels. The parallel sided aluminium
crankcase model with parallel head fins was soon followed by a series 2
variant with the ‘beehive’ head shape that continued to be used on the later
Mk2 magnesium black crankcase model introduced in 1948. This model was
produced in a series 1 and series 2 version, the latter remaining largely
unchanged from 1949 until the end of Mills engine production in 1964.

The smaller Mills 75 was introduced in 1948. The short-lived machined
crankcase Mk1 version which resembled a small 1.3 was soon replaced by
the more familiar cast crankcase of the Mk2 in the interests of production
economy. In this form it continued unchanged for at least 15 years as the P75
and S75 models, the only difference being the S75 came with a spring loaded
cutout on the fuel tank assembly and the P75 did not.

1948 also saw the introduction of the disc valve 2.4cc which was not a great
success as it was outclassed first by the Elfin 249, and then by the ED 2.46
Racer which hit the market in 1951. The 2.4 was withdrawn after barely two
years of production and a production total of 1500-3000.

The 1950s were the
golden age for Mills
engines, especially the
Mills .75, with hardly a
month passing without
the announcement of a
new kit or publication of a
new suitable design in
either ‘Aeromodeller’ or
‘Model Aircraft’.

Competition arose in the
form of the cheaper .76cc
Allbon Merlin and .8cc
Frog 80 diesels, both of
which were to survive the
demise of the Mills
marque.

In the late 50s came the
introduction to the UK of
the Cox 049 glowplug
engines, followed by a
rash of indigenous British
glow 040s - the DC
Bantam, AM049, Frog 80
glow and KK Cobra.

All of these, apart from
the Bantam, soon fell by
the wayside as the British
modeller stayed loyal to
the small diesel.

English Mills P.75
on original box

Mills 2.4

Disc-valved
Mills 2.4
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THE ENGINE ROOM ... continued Chris Murphy

Following the acquisition of Mills Brothers by the aptly named Ayling
Industries, the Mills line ended in 1964 with the announcement in the UK
model magazines of the cessation of production. This was greeted with
something akin to despair by sports fliers as it followed hard on the heels of
the demise of ED after a fire in 1963, meaning that two of the UK’s major
engine manufacturers were no longer in business. The small engine market
was left exclusively in the hands of Davies Charlton who around this time also
took over manufacture of the Frog engine line after Frog’s parent holding
company, Line Brothers, had gone into receivership.

The first offering to emerge in the mid 1960s was the Embee 75. A sideport,
very much styled on the Mills, slightly larger in physical size and slightly
smaller in capacity. These were produced by Moore & Bailey in Leicester but
never in sufficient quantity to meet market needs. The remains of the project
popped up again in the early 1980s as the rather agricultural PMC ‘Imp’
engine.

Next in the Mills saga was the appearance in 1972 of a small classified advert
in Aeromodeller and Airborne seeking startup funding participants for a

project to resurrect the Mills 75. This
led to the original Australian based
Doonside Mills project. ‘Doonside’
was a suburb in NW Sydney and
home of one of the principals, the
irrepressible Ivor F. There was a run
of 1000 Mills 75 replicas: 250 exact
replicas plus a further 750 ‘Mk2’
versions which were very well
received. Most of the components
were manufactured by Gordon
Burford, the Taipan engine
manufacturer.

Across the Indian ocean, moves were
afoot to manufacture the Mills
engines in India, aided by the

purchase of the original jigs fixtures and tooling. These engines eventually
made their way to the UK around 1977 and were sold widely, though the
quality was not a patch on the British originals or the Doonside replica.
Production in India continued for many years, only terminating a couple of
years ago, by which time many other Mills replicas had been produced
including a couple of models never made by Mills including a 5cc side port,
a .37cc miniature, versions of the .75, 1.3 and 2.4, and an oversized 3.5cc
derivative of the 2.4.

Then came Irvine Engines, producing their excellent Irvine Mills 75 from the
mid-1980s. This was a high quality replica which had some detail
improvements over the originals - a less vulnerable crankshaft and a better
tank-carburettor arrangement. Further development saw a Mk2 version
sporting a single rear ballrace but this barely made it into production. The
1.3cc Irvine Mills took another decade to appear, not reaching the market till
the mid-1990s, and was very expensive.

1979 Doonside Mills Mk 2

1. Mills P.75 2. 1973 Doonside Mills 75 Mk.2
3. Early 1980s Indian Mills .75 4. Late 1980s Irvine Mills .75
5. Russian made Doonside ABC Mills .75 6. 2008 Boddo Mills .75 Mk.1

1

2

3 4
5

6
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THE ENGINE ROOM ... continued Chris Murphy

Meantime a second Doonside Mills was in the offing, manufactured in Russia
but sold by Ivor F. In typical Russian fashion this one was ABC with a lot of
liner taper. Whilst having some innovative features, such as a screw-in fuel
tank and a replaceable prop stud, it proved nowhere as nice to handle as the
originals or the earlier Australian Doonside models. The Russian
manufacturer produced the engine in excess of the numbers initially
contracted for and this suplus found its way to the west by various means.

In the early 1990s yet another trend emerged to delight Mills fans and other
small engine aficionados: the miniature Mills. These all emanated from
Russia at thebehest ofa fewmainly UKbased entrepreneurs butwere widely
sold round the world. The range started with 0.4cc and 0.25cc miniatures of
the Mills .75 (or to be exact, miniatures of the Irvine Mills .75), soon followed
by a 0.5cc replica of the Mills 1.3 (these were the ‘VA’ replicas, made by
Valentin Aloshkjin in St Petersburg and were well received). The range
rapidly expanded to include replicas of the DC Bambi, Kalper 0.32, 0.5cc
versions of the ED Bee and Racer, a half sized Elfin 50 replica, a .4cc Micro
replica and a .36cc replica of the Elfin 1.8. The .4cc and .5cc Mills proved
lovely engines, while the .25cc proved problematic, for reasons never really
identified.

Slightly closer to Western Europe in the Czech republic another Mills
lookalike was waiting in thewings, in the formof theMPJetClassic 0.6diesel.
Near identical in size and shape, with excellent fits, top quality materials and
much better porting, it outdoes Mills at their own game - no mean
achievement - in the areas of starting, handling, and power. The only
criticism of this fine engine is its two hole mounting, but this is ameliorated
by the manufacturer’s very nice lightweight machined alloy radial mount
offered as an accessory. This engine is starting to replace Mills 75s in
Aggregate as well as making its presence felt in the R/C Tomboy event.
Availability is a bit sporadic as MP Jet seems to produce them in batches.

The final chapter in the Mills saga involves that doyen of the UK sport
radio scene and prolific magazine founder and writer, the late David
Boddington. On his own initiative (I suspect it had something to do with
the rapid growth in popularity of the R/C Tomboy class in the UK)
contracted with CS in China to manufacture a Mills lookalike, the ‘Boddo
Mills’. This was sold widely in his last couple of years. The first series did
not closely resemble the Mills in appearance but later versions had a
closer resemblance the classic Mills .75, albeit usually sporting a gold
anodised head. CS seem to be selling these, and other similar engines,
directly under their own name as well, but with the Boddo ones you had
the comfort of knowing they had been properly checked over and tested
before dispatch.

So here the story ends … for now. How extraordinary that an engine
conceived and developed in 1946 is still in wide use and sought after not
just by collectors but by active fliers. The Mills family of engines was often
copied but rarely equalled. They have their own niche in aeromodelling
history and in the hearts of those aeromodellers 'of a certain age'.

During the preparation of this article came the sad news of the death of
Ivor F, (nee Stowe) on April 18 2015 at the ripe old age of 90 - a life well
lived by a man who gave more to modelling than he ever took out.
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The 21st MIMLOCT August 1st 2015

The Cloud Tramp home page http://www.mikedparker.karoo.net

" We are promoting this event to celebrate the contribution made by
Charles Grant to the development of our hobby. We hope that as
many people as possible will make a Cloud Tramp and join in the
simultaneous launch on Saturday, August 1, 2015. The Launch
Time will be 1700hrs British Summer Time (GMT + 1 hour), so
individual participants will have to calculate the appropriate local
time at their venue.
The Cloud Tramp was the last manifestation of Grant’s basic stick
rubber model for beginners and appeared in Model Airplane News,
August, 1954. It can be built very quickly and flies well.
GRANT MIMLOCT 2015 is not a competition and there are no
prizes. We hope participants will enjoy the fun of building and flying
the Cloud Tramp, as well as taking part in this unique event, which
attracted 130 participants from all over the World in 2014 ".

Trampers in Australia and New Zealand fly by Braille
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CLOUD TRAMP Model Airplane News Aug 1954 C. H. Grant
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CLOUD TRAMPING around the world 2014

SLOVENIA

USA
GERMANY

CANADA

ARGENTINA

SWEDEN

ENGLAND

ENGLAND
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Vintage Power The GLADIATOR 1941 Maurice Schoenbrun

"With almost six square feet of wing area, the airfoil
was kept thin to reduce drag and aid climb. The
extremely long tail moment, while affecting the
cliumb only slightly, provides control during the
power-on portion of the flight, and guarantees a flat,
time-consuming glide. Obtaining a balance point
40% of the chord aft of the wingcan be a bit difficult
with the long tail moment, but moving it back
necessitates positive incidence in the stab, and that
louses up the power pattern. The original ships were
trimmed for a right glide turn with rudder deflection,
and a left power turn with a small amount of left
thrust. To control the left turn under power, a 1/4 inch
of wash-in is called for in the left wing."

Air Trails March 1941
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Vintage Power The GLADIATOR 1941 Maurice Schoenbrun
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36" Vintage Glider DOOFA 1947 Dave Hughes

In Issue 136, Graham outlined the concept of small, bungy
launched, Vintage FF gliders :

Doofa and Glevum sound like a comedy act. They are in fact a couple of
attractive gliders that need no scaling for this class - which could be regarded
as Miniature Replica for gliders. Unlike .020 Replicas, there is no hard-to-find
component. Doofa's airfoil may be out of the ordinary, and Glevum may have
come about as a club fund-raiser, but everything else is conventional. Bungee
launch gets around the increasingly difficult tow launch, and a 120 maximum
makes retrieves more attractive.

Small models have a charm of their own, yet our Vintage and Nostalgia FF
Miniature Replica power classes are struggling to survive. Maybe gliders such
as these could help keep small models in the air? No noise or mess, minimal
cost, easy launch, no transport problem. Refer to #138 for helpful hints on this
type of model. Hmm, what about Miniature RC Vintage / Nostalgia Gliders?

Doofafaf and Glevum sound like a comedy act. They are in fact a couple of
attractive gliders that need no scaling fofof r this class - which could be regarded
as Miniature Replica fofof r gliders. Unlike .020 Replicas, there is no hard-to-find
component. Doofafaf 's's' airfrfr ofof il may be out of the ordinary, and Glevum may have
come about as a club fund-raiser, but everything else is conventional. Bungee
launch gets around the increasingly difffff icult tow launch, and a 120 maximum
makes retrieves more attractive.

Small models have a charm of their own, yet our Vintage and Nostalgia FF
Miniature Replica power classes are struggling to survrvr ive. Maybe gliders such
as these could help keep small models in the air? No noise or mess, minimal
cost, easy launch, no transport problem. Refer to #138 fofof r helpful hints on this
type of model. Hmm, what about Miniature RC Vintage / Nostalgia Gliders?

In Isssuuee 136, Graham outlined the concept of small, bungy
launcchedd, Vintage FF gliders :
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36"Vintage Glider DOOFA 1947 Dave Hughes

Article and plan reprint :
Aeromodeller Aug1989
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36" Nostalgia Glider GLEVUM Model Aircraft Nov 1952 J P Roles
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Radio Control LEADER BOARD June 2015

LAST UPDATE :    June 2015

VINTAGE PRECISION
G.Meads 20/03 600 + 200
D.Gush 03/01 600 + 199 +200
J.Butcher 03/01 600 + 199 +197
B.Harris 03/01 600 + 198
G.Bradley 03/01 600 + 197
S.Warner 03/01 600 + 197
D.Mossop 03/01 600 + 192
A.Knox NDC 600 + 192
A.MacDonald 03/01 600
J.Danks 03/01 600

VINTAGE IC DURATION
B.Scott 03/01 780
J.Butcher 20/03 780
R.Anderson 03/01 770
T.Christensen 03/01 770
A.Knox NDC 766
W.Cartwright 03/01 764
D.Thornley 20/03 764
G.Meads 03/01 754
A.MacDonald 03/01 740
B.Treloar 08/02 732

VINTAGE E DURATION
B.Harris 20/03 960 + 530
W.Cartwright 20/03 960 + 403
D.Gush 03/01 960 + 215
K.Trillo 20/03 950
B.Scott 03/01 949
S.Lightfoot 20/03 940
R.Anderson 03/01 922
D.Mossop 03/01 905
A.Knox NDC 896
J.Butcher 20/03 839

VINTAGE 1/2A TEXACO
M.Evans 03/01 1500 + 597
A.Knox NDC 1500 + 513
R.Anderson 03/01 1500 + 283
M.Venter NDC 1460
B.Scott 03/01 1445
J.Butcher 19/02 1400
A.Baker NDC 1330
W.Cartwright 03/01 1240
C.Warren 03/01 1211
J.Selby 08/02 1195

VINTAGE 1/2E TEXACO
W.Cartwright 03/01 1480 + 1554
J.Butcher 20/03 1480 + 1416
K.Trillo 19/02 1480 + 1414
R.Anderson 20/03 1480 + 1286
B.Spenser 20/03 1463
B.Scott 03/01 1422
G.Main 19/02 1379
M.Evans 20/03 1354
A.Sissons 08/02 1282
D.Gush 03/01 1164

VINTAGE A TEXACO
J.Butcher 19/02 1860
S.Grant NDC 1840
C.Warren 03/01 1838
B.Scott 19/02 1785
I.Munro 08/02 1773
G.Main NDC 1671
J.Bradbury 08/02 1534
R.Anderson 03/01 1523
D.Richards 03/01 1376
B.Treloar 08/02 1230

VINTAGE E TEXACO
R.Anderson 19/02 1860 + 1030
J.Butcher 20/03 1860 +   560 
K.Trillo 20/03 1860 +   535
A.MacDonald 03/01 1860
T.Gribble 19/02 1860
W.Cartwright 19/02 1853
D.Crook 03/01 1852
D.Baunton 20/03 1354
M.Evans 03/01 1074

VINTAGE OPEN TEXACO
I.Munro 03/01 1825
B.Scott 03/01 1492
J.Butcher 03/01 1340
D.Gush 03/01 1332
-
-
-
-
-
-

VINTAGE RUBBER TEXACO
D.Gush 19/02 1860 + 866
W.Cartwright 20/03 1860 + 863
J.Butcher 19/02 1860 + 721
D.Baunton 20/03 1722
G.Main 19/02 1547
B.Scott 03/01 183
-
-
-
-

CLASSICAL PRECISION
B.Harris 20/03 594
D.Thornley 20/03 590
D.Mossop 20/03 571
G.Main NDC 528
-
-
-
-
-
-

CLASSICAL IC DURATION
W.Cartwright 03/01 858
D.Thornley 03/01 857
B.Scott 03/01 840
E.Pimm 03/01 836
-
-
-
-
-
-

CLASSICAL E DURATION
D.Mossop 03/01 900
B.Scott 03/01 867
W.Cartwright 03/01 802
J.Warner 03/01 761
G.Main NDC 760
B.Harris 03/01 732
M.Evans 03/01 626
-
-
-

TOMBOY IC  and International
R.Anderson 22/03 1432
J.Godfrey 22/03   855
C.Warren 19/02   835
R.Bain 22/03   755
L.Rodway NDC 592
B.Leeves 03/05   224
-
-
-
-

TOMBOY E  and International
R.Anderson 22/03 1782
B.Spencer 22/03 1442
K.Trillo 19/02 1231
L.Rodway NDC 1026
-
-
-
-
-
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Free Flight LEADER BOARD June 2015

Last Update  :   June 2015

VINTAGE POWER
B.Scott 03 Jan 540
R.Anderson 03 Jan 536
R.Bain 03 Jan 530
P.Evans 03 Jan 322
J.Butcher 03 Jan 126
R.Gunner NDC   70
A.Douglas 14 Mar   13
-
-
-

VINTAGE RUBBER
W.McGarvey 03 Jan 540
D.Sutcliffe 14 Mar 502
B.Scott 03 Jan 468
R.Magill 03 Jan 411
J.Malkin 03 Jan 409
C.Murphy 03 Jan 381
R.Bain 03 May 255
S.Somerfield 03 May 249
A.Graves 03 Jan 246

VINTAGE GLIDER
R.Anderson 03 Jan 369
D.Ackery 03 Jan 344
B.Scott 03 Jan 341
M.Evans 03 Jan 256
P.Evans 03 Jan 198
G.Main NDC 163
K.Fisher 03 Jan 157
P.Wilson 03 Jan   92
J.Butcher 03 Jan    89
P.Wilson 08 Feb   79

VINTAGE HL / CATAPULT GLIDER
D.Ackery 03 Jan 313
G.Lovejoy 08/02 306
D.Gush 03 Jan 287
R.Magill 03 Jan 286
K.Fisher 03 Jan 283
J.Butcher 03 May 266
P.Wilson 03 Jan 257
H.Butcher 03 Jan 220
D.Richards 08 Feb 239
W.McGarvey 03 May 235

VINTAGE PRECISION
B.Scott 03 Jan 261
S.Somerfield 03 May 249
C.Warren 03 Jan 235
C.Murphy 14 Mar 229
B.Leeves 03 May 223
J.Dowling 03 May 198
S.Wade 14 Mar 179
J.Butcher 03 May 146
A.Graves 03 Jan 143
P.Smith 14 Mar 143

NOSTALGIA POWER
B.Scott 03 Jan 540
R.Bain 03 Jan 528
R.Anderson 14 Mar 340
B.Bonner NDC 331
S.Wade 14 Mar 301
L.Vincent 03 Jan 135
P.Wilson 08 Feb   88
P.Wilson 03 Jan   37
-
-

NOSTALGIA 1/2A / MINIATURE REPLICA
R.Bain 03 Jan 321
B.Scott 03 Jan 281
R.Anderson 03 Jan 221
C.Murphy 03 Jan 137
-
-
-
-
-

NOSTALGIA RUBBER
B.Scott 03 Jan 540
J.Malkin 03 Jan 500
G.Lovejoy 03 Jan 412
C.Murphy 03 Jan 335
G.Lovejoy 08 Feb 315
A.Graves 03 Jan 128
R.Yuile 08 Feb   43
-
-
-

NOSTALGIA GLIDER
M.Evans 03 Jan 470
R.Anderson 03 Jan 185
T.Tank 14 Mar 203
B.Scott 03 Jan 165
K.Fisher 03 May 162
-
-
-
-

CLASSICAL GLIDER
R.Anderson 14 Mar 540
M.Vincent 03 Jan 405
T.Tank NDC   90
-
-

CLASSICAL POWER
R.Bain 14 Mar 540
B.Scott 03 Jan 364
-
-
-

CLASSICAL RUBBER
L.Vincent 03 May 485
-
-
-
-

!
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FOR SALE / WANTED MISCELLANEOUS

Aeromodeller magazines for sale

166 issues - 1983 to 1996 in immaculate condition with all free plans.
Seven years are complete, others nearly so.
$75 or near offer with freight at buyer's expense (23 kg) but I will assist
between Auckland and Rotorua.

Lew Hale, 15 Wilson St., Te Aroha 3320
Phone (07) 8848046 E-mail ruthnlew@actrix.gen.nz

Spotted in the May issue of
CMAC's "Torque" bulletin.

Mark Venter with his 35
year old Comet Clipper.
The same model he is
holding on page four ?
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BARGAIN BASEMENT
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Although I called this year’s
event the 51st in the series
run by the Hamilton Model
Aero Club, and had the place
certificates so inscribed, the

number was just a guess. Proof of the contest being 51
years old had been found, but Rex Bain thought the
event had been running for much longer, possibly up to
65 years.
Even the lower age would make it a contender for the title
of NZ’s longest running club-organised contest, and out
of all contests, second only to the Nationals in longevity.
Sixty-five turned out to be close, as later in the week Rex
checked the old trophies he had in storage and found one
engraved “WAIKATO CHAMPIONSHIPS, Rogers Cup,
20 Second Engine Run".
It was first presented in 1949, making this year’s event
the 66th if the cup had been presented right from the first
contest. If it had taken a while to get organised with
trophies, we could be looking at an unbroken run of 67 or
more years. That's an impressive record.

With a large part of the Piako Road flying site still covered
in corn, cramped flying and tricky retrieves were
anticipated, but a light breeze from a convenient quarter
meant that even maximums ended well within the
boundaries of the farm and the cornfields were able to be
avoided. Overcast conditions meant comfortable
retrieves for competitors from Tuakau, Tauranga and
Hamilton, with a mid-day shower providing a convenient
excuse to take a break from even this easy task. Open
countryside, gentle breezes, lots of Free Flight models
…. beautiful !!

Waikato Free Flight Champs 2015 Bernard Scott, CD

Shadowed Shadow
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... Kyla Fisher to launch. Did well to get airborn in still conditions.David Gush waits patiently for ....

Bill McGarvey and
well trimmed Korda The Rest
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FREE FLIGHT

Saturday, October 3rd

Buckley's farm, Piako Rd, Morrinsville.
8.30am to 3pm.

Open Power
Open rubber
Open glider

Combined Vintage / Nostalgia / Classic
Combined CLG / CLG / TLG

Contacts: Lincoln and Moira Vincent
07 5762262 lvincent@xtra.co.nz
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BMFA FREE FLIGHT FORUM 2015

The new 2015 BMFA Free-Flight Forum Report has just been 
published.. For thirty-one years these Reports have provided 
information on new developments in a wide range of free-flight 
activities. This year is no exception, as the following contents list 
shows. 

Recent F1D Developments by Tony Hebb; Electronic Timers for F1B
by Mike Woodhouse; Personal Observations on Classic Power 
Models by John Thompson; The F1Q Mystery by Trevor Grey; 
Experiences with Electronic Timers by Roy Vaughn; Free Flight, 
Flying Sites & the BMFA by Dave Phipps; The Cursed S - Why Won’t 
It Keep Going Up? by Alan Jack; Rubber Powered Kit Scale 
Competition by Andy Hewitt; New Ideas for the F1 Rules by Mike 
Woodhouse; Revisiting Rubber Scale 55 Years On by Ivan Taylor .
As well as all this Phil Ball’s selection of notable models from 2014 
includes Andy Hewitt’s Fokker D-VII Nats Rubber Kit Scale winner, 
Ed Bennett’s Thin Man Classic Rubber model, Frank Rushby’s 1/2A 
Mini Creep, Chris Redrup’s BMFA Rubber model; Andy Crisp’s Blue 
Note F1A for BMFA Glider contests and Trevor Grey’s Kaon E-36.

The UK price is £12.00 including postage; to Europe it’s £15 and 
everywhere else £17. Sales of the Forum Reports help to defray the 
heavy expenses of those representing Great Britain at World and 
European Free-Flight Championships. Cheques should be payable to 
‘BMFA F/F Team Support Fund’ in pounds sterling, drawn on a bank 
with a UK branch; you may also order by credit card, which is a lot 
easier (and cheaper).

Copies are available from : Martin Dilly
20, Links Road,
West Wickham,
Kent,  UK.
BR4 OQW

or by e-mail to martindilly20@gmail.com (NB new e-mail address)


